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EXCAVATIONS at Petters Sports Field, Egham, 
were directed by Martin O'Connell on behalf of the 
Surrey Archaeological Society and the Department of 
the Environment. The area examined is about 400 
metres from the River Thames and the underlying 
geology consists of brickearth of Taplow Age and 
flood plain gravel on which most of the features were 
found. The major phase of occupation belongs to the 
late Bronze Age but evidence of settlement in the 
EarlyIMiddle Bronze Age, Roman and Medieval 
periods has also been recovered. 

As part of an archaeological survey of the M25 
South Orbital Motorway carried out from 1972-5, 
Bernard Johnson opened a series of machine-cut trial 
trenches across the site. At the same time, David 
Barker of the Egham-by-Runnymead Historical Soc- 
iety was responsible for the excavation of a hand-cut 
trench in the north-east corner of the field. These 
excavations provided evidence of a Roman road and 
multi-period occupation in this area. The archaeo- 
logical importance of the site made a more complete 
excavation of the field essential before the entire area 
was redeveloped. Accordingly an area of approxi- 
mately 1200 sq. metres was stripped by machine and 
cleared down to the natural subsoil by hand (see Fig. 
1). The first season began in August 1976 and lasted 
until March 1977 to be followed by a second short 
season of work in August 1977. 

Discovery of the Hoard 
The most significent find was a Late Bronze Age 

hoard consisting of 78 pieces of bronze, including a 
variety of weapons, tools, vessels and ornamental 
attachments. The hoard had been buried in two 
small features (128 and 129) in the terminal of a large 
half-silted ditch (1 17) (Fig. 2). It is not clear whether 
or not the bronzes had been sealed in some form of 
container prior to burial and the analysis of the fill 
from both features has proved disappointing. A 
black discoloration was noted and sampled on the 
edge of the features but may only indicate a purely 
chemical reaction of the bronze with the surrounding 
silt. Environmental sampling from other parts of the 
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site has also produced unsatisfactory results and in- 
dicates that conditions are not suitable for the preser- 
vation of organic remains. Apart from the articles 
in the hoard several fragmentary bronze objects were 
found scattered in the same silt layer (Fig 4, 11) to- 
wards the butt end of the ditch. It is possible that 
they originally formed part of the hoard and were 
dropped by the depositor. Above the silt layer (11) 
in which the hoard was sealed, the upper part of the 
ditch fill consisted of a thick black deposit containing 
domestic refuse, indicating that the ditch was being 
used as a rubbish dump soon after the deposition of 
the bronzes. 

The Bronze Age Settlement 
The earliest evidence of occupation was an 

EarlyIMiddle Bronze Age ditch (121). The area 
(Area I) north of this ditch produced a series of pits 
and postholes of uncertain date, but in Area 111 the 
partial outline of a circular hut was found super- 
imposed on it. 

The ditch in which the hoard was buried prob- 
ably marks the limit of an enclosure of the Late 
Bronze Age cutting across the EarlyIMiddle Bronze 
Age ditch. The area (Area IV, Fig. 3) enclosed by 
the later ditch (117) produced the outline of two 
probable circular huts (Huts 2 and 3), and the partial 
outline of three other possible huts (Huts 4, 5 and 6). 
Definite reconstructions are difficult because of the 
irregularity of the posthole spacing and the lack of 
standardisation of the posthole depths. Hut 2 is the 
most complete example, measuring 6.5 X 4.0 metres 
with evidence of a porched entrance. The small size 
and general irregularity of the structure is reminiscent 
of structures from Bronze Age occupation at Eldon's 
Seat, Dorset, and Ram's Hill, Berkshire. There is 
some evidence for reconstruction during the life of 
the structures but nothing to indicate a prolonged 
period of occupation. The majority of the posts 
appear to have been withdrawn. Apart from the post- 
holes two rubbish pits (405 and 409) were located and 
several irregular shaped pits which may represent tree 
hollows produced during an initial phase of site 
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Fig. 1: Location plan. 

clearance. of charcoal samples from the ditch fill and the inter- 

The Pottery ior of the settlement, together with more detailed 

The bulk of the pottery came from the ultimate examination of the pottery types. Forms include 

fill of the Late B~~~~~ Age ditch and apart from two plain convex sided vessels with round rims, high 
pits produced a number of identifiable sherds, shouldered jars, jars or bowls with distinct shoulders 
finds from the enclosed area (Area IV) were limited. and concave necks and bipartite bowls with plain and 
Close dating must await the results of C14 analysis developed rims (Fig. 5). Decoration consisting of 
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finger-nail impressions on the shoulder and finger- 
tipping on rim and shoulder was found on the coarser 
vessels. Overall finger-tipping was present on several 
vessels. Such decoration is comparatively rare in this 
country although found at Ivinghoe Beacon, Buck- 
inghamshire', and West Harling, Norfolk2, but is 
comn~only found on Late Urnfield wares in the Low 
Countries3. Apart from the pottery several fragments 
of loom-weights and two spindle-whorls were identi- 

1. Cotton, M.A. & Frere, S.S. 'Ivinghoe Beacon Ex- 
cavations 1963-5' Records o f  Bucks., 18 (1 968) 187-260. 

2. Clark, J. G .  D. & Fell, C. I. 'An Early Iron Age site 
at Micklemore Hill, West Harling, Norfolk'. Procs. 
Prehist. Soc. 19 (1953) 1-40. 

fied and one of the p m  ( 4 0 ~ )  albv produced a small 
lump of bronze. 'l he ioom-weight fragments appear 
to be of the oblong or pyramidal type such as those 
found at Ivinghoe Beacon and Staple Howe, York- 
shire4. 

The pottery seems to belong to Late Bronze Age 
traditions. The dating of pottery of this period is 
problematical and associations with more closely 
dateable metalwork are particularly valuable. The 

AREA I 

3. Harding, D. W. The  Iron Age in Lowlund Britain, 
1974. 

4. Brewster, T. C. M. T h e  Excavation of Staple Howe, 
1963. 

Fig. 2: Area I: Location oft hoard and sections across the Late Bronze Aqe ditch. 



pottery from the silt layer (11) in which the hoard was 
buried appears to be of the same character and type 
as that found in the layer above (I) and elsewhere on 
the site, suggesting that the bulk of the metalwork 
and pottery belong to one period. About 400 metres 
from Petters Sports Field another Late Bronze Age 
settlement existed at Runnymede Bridge5, for which 
a date in the ninth or eight century B.C. is now being 
suggested (information supplied by David Longley). 
Although similarities exist in the pottery assemblages 
from the two sites, Petters contains some elements 
which appear to represent developments of certain 
Runnymede types, indicating a later date for the 
occupation at Petters. Like Runnymede Bridge the 
pottery from Petters has affinities with pottery from 
Scarborough6, and from Staple Howe. A Hallstatt 
bracelet was found close to and is probably contenl- 
porary with the settlement at Scarborough, while 
Hallstatt C razors were associated with the occupa- 
tion at Staple Howe. David Longley has already 
noted the possible significance of the lack of metal- 
work of Hallstatt C character from Runnymede 
Bridge in an area receiving Hallstatt influence on a 
large scale from around 700 B.C. onwards. This 
would seem to imply that Petters, where a similar 
lack of Hallstatt material is apparent, may also pre- 
date the settlement at Scarborough and Staple Howe. 

The Bronzes 
The bronzes from the site are currently being 

studied by Stuart Needham of the British Museum 
for the final report. The contents of the hoard are 
largely implements of a worn, damaged or fragmen- 
tary nature with only a few tools apparently un- 
damaged. Apart from the scrap component, which 
would normally be interpreted as founder's material 
collected ready for resmelting, further evidence of 
metal working was provided by two unfinished cast- 
ings, one of which was faulty, and two casting jets. 
It should also be noted that a stone mould for the 
production of South Welsh socketed axes, a type 
represented in the hoard, was discovered in previous 
excavations at the site, less than 100 metres away7. 
Raw metal cake, a frequent component of founders' 
hoards in the south-east of Britain, is conspicuously 
absent from the Petters hoard, although there was a 
small amorphous lump which might be waste, or 
re-melted metal. 

There is no clear evidence to suggest whether or 
not the bronzesmith intended to recover the hoard, 

5. Longley, D. 'Excavations on the site of a Late Bronze 
Age Settlement at  Runnymede Bndge, Egham'. Lon- 
don Archueol. 3, No.  1 (1976), 10-17. 

6. Smith, R. A. 'Pre-Roman Remains at  Scarborough'. 
Archueologiu 77 (1927) 179-200. 

7. Johnson. B. & Needham, S. 'Egham. A Late Bronze 
Age mould'. Surrey Archueologicul Sociery Bulletin 
112, (December 1974). 
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but that its deposition was deliberate seems fairly 
certain. A motive for deposition might have been to 
ensure its security during a period of unrest, or per- 
haps that in moving away from the area temporarily, 
the owner did not wish to transport this weighty, 
though valuable, stock-in-trade. 

The composition of the Petters hoard is similar 
to that usually observed for Late Bronze Age foun- 
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Fig. 3: Plan of Area W :  Bronze Age features. 

ders' hoards, the two most numerous types being 
socketed axes (28) and sword fragments (22 pieces). 
Other tools and weapon types were less numerous 
and included five socketed knife fragments, four 
spearhead fragments, two socketed gouges and one 
socketed sickle. Weapon accessories and pieces for 
attachment are represented by single examples of a 
ferrule, chape and bugle-shaped object. Five pieces 

from Petters belong to bronze-sheet vessels of one 
form or another, articles which rarely occur in 
British hoards. In addition there were the jets and 
lump already mentioned, a fragmentary bracelet of 
'C' section, and four plates of bronze including three 
distinct forms of uncertain function. 

Of the various types present the two occuring in 
sufficient numbers to be of any statistical use-sword? 



and socketed axes-are both reasonably evenly dis- 
tributed between the two parts of the hoard. Fur- 
thermore, there does not appear to have been any 
separation of the more refined classes discernible 
within these two types. There were some differences 
in the composition of the two parts of the hoard but 
these are probably incidental as two adjoining halves 
of a spearhead were found separately, one in each 
feature. 

The socketed axes fall into four broad typo- 
logical categories, but the examples within each class 
are not necessarily homogeneous. Of these type three 
are well represented in the Thames Valley in hoards 
comparable to Petters Sports Fields. Socketed axes 
of facetted and south-eastern type, and local rib- 
decorated styles all recur together in the Wandsworth 
Fairfield Street hoard8, which was found in a similar 
topographical position, lying within a short distance 
of the south bank of the River Thames. 

The fourth class present, the South Welsh 
socketed axe, is of rather less frequent occurrence in 
the region, but examples have now been recognised in 
at least five other Thames Valley and estuary hoards. 
The most important aspect of the occurrence of South 
Welsh axes in the Petters hoard is the support they 
provide for a hypothesis that the type was manu- 
factured locally, based primarily upon the stone 
mould piece found on the site. The recognition in 
recent years of the more easterly spread of South 
Welsh socketed axe distribution and production, to 
both Wessex and South-east England, must, however, 

be put into perspective by emphasising that this con- 
stitutes, in the Thames Valley at least, a minority 
type of socketed axe. 

Thc majority of the sword fragments in the hoard 
can be seen to belong to either Ewart Park or Carp's 
Tongue sword types, both of which are represented by 
hiltlshoulder parts in addition to blade fragments. 
Some blade pieces do not seem to be so readily ex- 
plicable in terms of these two categories, and 
one may well be from a Middle Bronze Age rapier. 
Carp's Tongue swords, and other material commonly 
accompanying them, are not often encountered as far L.! 

up the Thames Valley as Egham, and this thinning 1 
of their distribution may be reflected by the absencc 

t: 
in the Petters hoard of such types as end-winged axc;, ., 
hog-backed knives and bag-shaped chapes, the chape 
present being of more rectangular form. However, a 
short waisted ferrule and a bugle-shaped object in thc 
hoard do signify the presence of a Carp's T o n g ~ ~ e  
complex element. The bugle-shaped object differs 
from the most common t ~ ~ b u l a r  form, as only half of 
the bugle has been cast, its reverse being modified by 
the projection of two strap-loops for attachment. 
Half-bugles appear to be an unusual variant in both 
Britain and France ; a small group of comparable 
finds from the River Thames are now given some 
context through the occurrence of this example in the 
Petters hoard, while another in the Prairie de Mauves 

8. Garraway Rice, R. 'Late Bronze Age Founder's 
Hoard, found at Wandsworth, Surrey'. Ant. J.  3 (1923) 
343-4. 

Fig. 4: Section 1 across the Late Bronze Age ditch, with one half of the hoard (128) 
projected on to the section. 



Fig. 5: Some of the pottery from the site. 



Fig. 6: A selection of objects from the hoard. Left to right: Spearhead, socketed gouge, 
socketed knife, local ribbed socketed axe, bucket base plate, South Welsh socketed axe. 

hoard, Nantes9, demonstrates the inevitable French 
link. 

Of especial interest amongst the tools of the 
hoard is a socketed sickle, an uncommon bronze type, 
and of particularly rare occurrence in the hoard 
record. This example from Petters is, furthermore, 
important on account of its miscast condition, pre- 
sumably attesting local production of socketed sickles 
with truncated sockets, to which type it belongs. The 
distribution of other truncated-socket sickles concen- 
trates in the Thames Valley, although the closest 
parallel to the Petters example appears to be that 
from 'near Derby'lo. The comparatively late assoc- 
iation of the Petters sickle should have interesting 
implications for the dating and typological develop- 
ment of British socketed sickles and may challenge 
Foxe's view that truncated-socket sickles were the 
earliest within the closed-socket series. 

The various bronze vessel fragments in the hoard 
include some crumpled sheet metal, a ring handle, 
two ribbed handle-straps, and a single surviving base- 
plate from a bronze bucket. The latter type is 
regularly used to reinforce the bases of continental 
Kurd buckets amongst which group the cruciform 
decorative motif on the Egham example finds a close 
parallel on base-plates from the late Urnfield cave 
deposit at Skocijan, YugoslaviaH. Although British 
smiths are known to have grafted ribbed handle- 
straps of a type normal to cauldrons on to local 
buckets, the backing arrangements of the Petters 
straps accord more closely to those on cauldrons, and 
are therefore unlikely to have come from the same 

9. Briard, J. Les Depo t s  Bretons e t  L 'Age  du Bronze 
A tluntique (Rennes, 1965). 

10. Fox, Sir Cyril. 'The socketed bronze sickles of the 
British Isles'. Procs. Prehist. Soc. 4 (1939) 222-48. 

vessel as the associated base-plate. 
The bronze types in the Petters Sports Field 

hoard were mainly in common use during the Ewart 
Park phase, conventionally dated to the eighth and 
seventh centuries B.C., and include certain types used 
to define the Carp's Tongue complex, producing a 
mixed assemblage typical of the extreme south-east 
at this date. A number of links may be demonstrated 
with Europe and other parts of the British Isles and 
should increase our understanding of the relationship 
between the metalworking industries operating in 
these respective regions. The major importance of 
the Petters hoard however, must lie in its recorded 
stratigraphical relationship to both structural and 
ceramic remains representing Late Bronze Age 
activity at this site. The evidence from Petters, to- 
gether with that of the Late Bronze Age settlement 
site nearby at Runnymede Bridge, which also has 
bronze finds and evidence for metal working, is sug- 
gestive of occupation on a substantial scale in the 
vicinity of Egham during the period. Similar evidence 
from a number of other Late Bronze Age sites * 
questions the validity of the past tacit assumption 
that bronze hoards and single finds are largely 
divorced of any context, and that metalworking 
should not be expected to have taken place in close 
association with domestic settlement. The Petters 
hoard is not the first hoard to be excavated archae- 
logically, or recognised as belonging to a settlement, 
but i t  will perhaps offer one of the most significant 
contributions yet in relating bronze metalwork in- 
dustry to ceramic sequence for the Biitish Late 
Bronze Age. 

11. Hawkes, C. F. C. & Smith. M.A. 'On some buckets 
and cauldrons of the Bronze and Early Iron Ages'. 
Ant .  J .  37 (1957) 131-98. 


